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I 

INTRCDJCTIOX 

It ls vell known that the analysis of stress and. strain ln solid 

bodies by means of the linear theory of elasticity yields Inadequate 

results vhen applied to certain engineering 1111terlals vhlch exhibit 

stress-strain relationships that are time-dependent. The Increased 

use of high-polymers and plastics In modem structures, as vell as 

the future requirements of metalllc components to operate at higher 

and higher temperatures, points up the need £or a more refined 

analysis In such applications. The simplest attempt to treat such 

materials in a more complete manner ls to assume a linear relation 

. between the stress, the strain and their derivatives vlth respect 

to time. The equations vhlch express these relations are said to 

define a linear viscoelastic ~terlal. Analysis by such linear visco-

elastic relations vlll account for such phenomena as Instantaneous 

elastic response to stress, delayed elastic response and viscous flov 

occurring after removal of stress., High polymers and Dllq' of the 

plastics are excellent examples of materials vhlch exhibit one or 

more of the above characteristics. 

The general aspects of the various viscoelastic theories and the 

behavior of viscoelastic bodies under load have received consider-

able attention ln recent years. The books · of Freudenthal [1~ *, 

*Numbers ln square brackets refer to the Bibliography at the end of 
the paper. 
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Alfrey [ 1] , Gross [1~ , Zener ~ and Reiner ~] afford notable 

examples of the scope and detail of treatment which the subject has 

received. Freudenthal develops the viscoelastic stress-strain relations 

from the point of vlar of thermodynamics. He discusses the application 

of simple spring and dashpot models to represent viscoelastic behavior 

and treats in some detail the one-dimensional case. In the book by 

Alfrey the vlscoelastlc nature of high polymers ls examined and the 

need for more complex and higher order models to adequately represent 

such mterlals ls brought out. The mathematical structure of visco-

elasticity ls developed in a thorough and rigorous manner in the work of 

Gross. The mathematical analogy between viscoelasticity and electro-

statics ls explained and discussed. He also considers model representa-

tion of viscoelastic media with emphasis on cataloging the various three 

parameter models. Zener•s book contains a somewhat detailed account of 

the superposition principles as relating to viscoelasticity based on the 

early work of Boltzmann [a]. The broader field of rheology ls the subject 

of Relner•s book which covers vlscoelastlc fluids as well as solids. 

Tensor notation ls used throughout and multl•dlmenslonal stress-strain 

relations are given. 

Papers dealing with specific applications of the theory to practical 

problems are nU111erous. The books of Freudenthal [1~ and Reiner [aj 
and the article by Pao and Brandt ~~ all contain extensive blbllographles 

of recent work ln the field. 

The purpose of thls Investigation ls to determine the response 
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of flat thin plates made of a viscoelastic material when subjected to 

transverse loads. Only the quasi-static case is considered, i.e., 

inertia forces due to displacement are taken as Siilllll and therefore are 

negligible. The governing differential equation for such plates is 

dewloped by three independent methods. The variational method, which 

is used first, is the most "exact" of the methods and includes the 

effects of deflection due to shear. The quasi•static equillbriwa 

method has the advantage of yielding, as by-products, expressions for 

the plate moments. The third approach is based on the correspondence 

principle and is the quickest and simplest method for arriving at the 

differential equation. For the case or proportional loading the equa-

tion is solved by operational techniques and the solution displayed in 

terms o! the corresponding elastic solution. Under more general 

loading conditions solutions are obtained by combining a generalized 

energy approachvlth the operational techniques. 

The mecha.~ical properties of the plate material as e:,cpressed by 

G, the shear modulus, K, the bulk modulus~ 7 , the coefficient of 

viscosity. are taken as constant for a given plate loading but vlll be 

different for different temperature conditions. 
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II 

LDEAR VIS:OELASl'IC BEHAVIOR 

A. General Equations for Viscoelastic Behavior 

The simplest descrlptlon of the inelastic behavior of a structural 

material under load ls afforded by assuming a linear viscoelastic lav 

relating the stress and strain and their respective time derivatives. 

In the one dimensional case such as a simple tension load.Ing, for 

elCllmple, the relation between the stress ~ and strain E: ls given by 

the operator equation 

vhere P and Q represent linear differential time operators having 

the form 

(1) 

p :::.t °'"' :L. , ~ :::. ~ J,. .r._ ( 2) at"' · L ,.... a-t,,., 
M=-0 11'\•0 

A straight forward generallatlon of Equation (1) to the multl-

dlmenslonal case for a homogeneous, Isotropic body ls given by [16] 

(3) 

vhere ~ · and €, , are the CNIIN\flents of the stress and strain ·~ ..,.t -·-·· 
tensors, respectively, the strain tensor considered to be lnfinlteslmal 

hereJ and Sit, and <Z."'t are the components of the devlators of the 

stress and strain tensors, respectively, defined by 



where 
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S~. -<11\ -! ~ ~ ~-- } 

e"t-= E.A,f -t &..:a E'..l~ 
is the Kronecker delta  defined  as 

{
o .i.~j. 

A .. = 
"'i ' A,= a-

(4) 

In  the above equations and hereafter throughout this paper small Latin 

subscripts range over the values x, y and z as Indicated, and as usual, 

a repeated subscript means summation with respect  to  that index. Thus 

in Equation h., for e,cample, when l • j  • x 

~ =; ~~ - ~ (~it.+ ~.;, ~!-) 

The  operators  P and Q In Equation 3 are the same as· defined by Equation  2 

and M and W are operators of the same form given by 

, 

The coefficients •n• bn' etc. appearing in the operators P, Q, H 

and N are  considered  constants throughout this  investigation. They are 

actually  the  mechanical constants  of the material whose behavior ls 

specified by Equation). Taking these  coefficients  as  constant some-· 

what  restricts the appUcabllity of Equation J. In particular, thermal 

stress problems encountered in dealing with metals  at  elevated tempera-

tures would involve variable coefficients in all  cases where temperature 

gradients  exist  since  the peyslca1 constants  of metals are, in general, 

quite temperature sensitive.  Certain  restricted problems have been 

treated taking into  account  the temperature-dependent nat~e of the 
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material constants. Freudenthal [12] has discussed thermal stress In 

flat plates under symmetrical temperature distribution and Hilton (14] 
considers the case of thermal stresses in thick wall cylinders. 

It has been shown experimentally by the application of hydro-

static stress that changes of volume of a boczy are elastic in nature 

and since €4 t represents the cubical dilatation for small strains 

the operators M and B In Equation 3 may be taken as constants for 

almost all materials of practical importance and the equation simplified 

to read 

(5) 

where K ls the usual bulk modulus of elasticity theory. 

It ls of Interest to note that Equation 5 Incorporates Hooke's 

Lav of the theory of elasticity as a special case. To see this take 

the operators P and Q as P • •• • 1 and Q • b. • G, where G ls the shear 

modulus. The resulting equations express Hooke's Lav. 
s .. = 2G c.. ·] "'i ... 1' 
di..; o::: 3 K €-4,i, 

(6) 

Equation Smay be combined using the relations given in Equation 4 
to give 

p~ .. =-z~ € • + ~ ..... (3t<.P - zan 
""t "t " 3 

(7) 

which may be re-written as 

(8) 
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vlth the operators Sand R given by 

s = _g_ 
p J R = 3KP - 2 Ci 

3P 

The elastic case ls given by Equation 8 when the operators Sand R 

are taken Identically as the LAM! constants, &.Land). respectively. 

Viscoelastic behavior may also be speclfled by means of the so-

called hereditary Integral which may have the form 
:t . 

s,i .,. ZG e,$ - Z Gl f (t-T) e,} J.T (9) 
0 

The function ' ls called the •memory function•. If the memory function 

ls taken as a sum of exponentials the hereditary Integral formulation 

leads to a discrete 8J)ectrum of relmtlon times as ls the same case 

tor the operational formulation of Equation J. The integral formula-

tion ls essentially a superposition Integral and vas originally suggested 

by Boltzmann [ 2h]. Volterra [23) and Brull [9) have used such a repre-

sentation In their investlgatlons. 

It has been shown (10] that under quite general conditions the 

differential operator formulation of viscoelasticity such as given by 

Equation 3 and the hereditary integral formulation as given by Equation 9 
are, in fact, one and the same. 

B. Kelvin and M~ell Representation. 

Of the various specific forms that Equation Smay assume the tvo 

that have found most application ln engineering design are given by 
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S..:~ = 2G e~. + 2 ~ *·•} 
Gl1. = 3 K. C..4"" 

which ls said to define a Kelvin (or Voigt) solid and 

(10) 

(11) 

which defines the so-called Ma»rell solid. In these equations r ls 

the coefficient of vlseoslty. Such linear viscoelastic materials are 

often represented by mechanical mod.els vhlch are designed to duplicate 

the time dependence of the material. Such models give a description 

only of the phen<>ffl£nologlcal behavior of the material but tell nothing 

of the mechanisms vhich cause this behavior. 

Both of the above viscoelastic materials lend themselves especially 

vell to representation by mechanical lDOdels made up of combinations of 

perfectly linear springs and dashpots containing a viscous liquid. The 

Kelvin model, for e,cample, consists of a spring element coupled ln 

parallel vlth a dashpot as shovn ln Figure 1. 

Figure 1. Kel vln Model 

If the spring modulus ls taken ask and the coefficient of viscosity 
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of the fluid ln the dashpot as c the force e,certed by the spring 

vhen elongated an amount x vlll be -kx and the force e,certed by the 

dashpot vlll be •CL Therefore, if a constant force ~ ls applied to 

the model and mlntalned, equlllbrium of forces demands that 

which ls of the same form as the first expression ln Equation 10. 

As can be seen from the model representation a Kelvin mterlal 

behaves like a rigid bo~ at the Instant of load appllcatlonJ as time 

passes the strains asymptotically approach their final elastic values. 

A material which behaves In such a manner ls said to exhibit delayed 

elasticity. 

A model composed of a spring element and a dashpot In series 

characterizes a Maxlrell body. If In Figure 2 which shows such a model 

Q"' -~---\,Vv\l,.... -----ni--~.,...-<r' 
~ ,<!, 

Figure 2. Muvell Model 

a constant force C" ls appl led and •lntalned the rate of elongation of 

the system x ls equal to the rate of elongation of the spri~ xt plus 

the rate of elongation~ due to the dashpot displacement. Since the 
• C' C' force O' acts across each element Xi • ":[ and ~ • -z so that 

~ M ~=-" " I\ -+ -,k, ~ 
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vhlch ls analogous to the f lrst expression ln Equation 11. A Rovell 

material therefore exhibits Instantaneous elastic strain and viscous 

flov, as can be seen from Its model ln Figure 2. 

More complex models can be developed by suitable coupling arrange-

ments of Maxwell and Kelvin units together vlth spring and dasbpot 

elements. The simplest model that could be used to represent a visco-

elastic material possessing Instantaneous elastic response, del~ed 

elastic response and viscous flow would be a four parameter model 

consisting of a Kelvin and a Maxwell unit coupled In series. Extensive 

discussions of models and their place In viscoelastic theory appear In 

the books by Alfrey [1] and Gross (13). The question of determining a 

suitable model from experimental data obtained from the steady state 

response of the test material to period.le loadings has recently been 

discussed by Bland and Lee [ 7J. 
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DERIVAnON OF FUNDAMENTAL EQUATION FOR VIS:OELASTIC PLATE 

A. Variational Method 

In the follovlng, the plates considered are assumed to be thin 

plates of constant thlclmess h, bounded by a contour of arbitrary shape. 

Taking the origin of a set of rectangular Cartesian coordinates at some 

point -iri the middle plane of the plate, the z axis ls directed per-

pendicular to this plane and the x and y axes are taken ln the plane. 

The deflection of the middle surface ls given by v. and ls considered 

small compared to the thickness h. The plates are subjected to 

distributed transverse loads which are considered functions of the 

space coordinates x and y, and of time t. 

An approach of considerable generality for deriving the equation 

goveining the flexural deformation of a viscoelastic plate ls afforded 

by the use of a variational principle stemming from the concepts of 

irreversible thermodynamics [4]. The principle involved ls essentially 

a generalization of the principle of virtual work as it ls used in the 

theory of elasticity. In the case of quasi-static problems in vhlch 

Inertia forces due to deformation are considered small and JJ8Y be 

neglected the method ls expressed by the equation 

~J"' Jfs F. ~'l dS (12) 

where J ls the volume integral of the operational Invariant I. That ls 

J = Hf v I dV 
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In which I ls defined as 

where ~f and €.~i are components of the stress and strain tensors 

respectively. The right hand side of Equation (12) ls the virtual vork 

of the surface forces, these being given by F1• The virtual displace-

ments are given by iY}. • In words, the principle expressed by Equa-

tion (12) states that the variation of the volume integral of a certain 

operational invariant ls equal to the virtual work of the surface 

forces. 

In applying the method to plate problems lt ls convenient to 

expand the displacements u, v and v ln the x, y and z directions 

respectively as Taylor series in the coordinate z. Thus the displace-

ment component~ are given by 

J (14) 

where the coefficients u1, v1 and v 1 are functions of x and y. The 

accuracy of the resulting equation for the plate deformation vlll 

depend, of course, upon the number of terms taken ln the series e~ 

presslons above. In general, however, the voluminous nature of the 

calculations involved makes It hardly vorthllhlle to include terms of 

higher order than 'i: 3 • 

Because of the geometry of fle:xural deformations of a plate 

further simpllcations of the displacement series seems Justified for 
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this case. In particular, it seems reasonable to  take  u and v as odd 

functions of z, and w as an even function of z. Under this premise 

the displacement  components for  the  following  derivation are taken as 

(1S) 

From these the  components of strain may be calculated  according  to the 

usual definitions. 

Therefore 

) €.x1 ':;. .1.. c~· e-+ ~ t' + ?5 i: + ~ l') 
?. ;,~ ~ia- ;,x .ix 

€'1'a-~ ~ t -t a~ l 
~} ol~ 

., ~}! "'l (Mi+ 3~ i-z -t ~w. ;-~~ 't:3 ) (16) 
~ ~~ ~t 

G·H:-=. Z W7. ~ ) 
€>:!-~ .l (.M.1 + 3.JA.0 ~t -r ~~  + o>W"' r3) 

l ~x ~ 

If, nov, a further  restriction ls introduced  in the form of requiring 

the shear strains E. xz and E yz to wnish on the top and bottom 
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of  the  plate the unknowns u3 and v3 may be expressed ln terms of 

~, v1, w., and w2 and considerable sim:plication of the ensuing 

calculations  is achieved. Such an assumption has adequate p~slcal 

Justification  ln  most. applications  of interest. Therefore, taking 

E • e •  o at  z • + h2 gives xz yz -

A., = --1_ (A. + ;iw.) _ J_ ~w ... 
a~ 1 ;ix 3 olX 

(17) 

from which now 

(18) 

E:.xq_ ~ J. \ (~A. + ~\ l _ [3. (9M., + Z d""Wo +-~ .. of\+..!.. 9l.W,. _ ~ ~ l~-t 1 
r z l ~~ ;J;. I a.c ~t o2 x 6l~ Q x") 5 ~x .>~ c1x~ .J 

£.'li :: ..L{Nj + wWo + ( ~""" _ 4-1 ~-,. ;iw.\ _ ~We.) 'l;'Z. 7 
~ 2. a't @t -Al C s~) .i~ J 

E.x! =-l. [ ,t<,, -t ~ ,;-( ~ -4(,U,1 + ~) -JW1..)i:i.J z ~x "1X .,.., ;x ;x 

From the  previous  section  the  viscoelastic stress-strain relations 
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are given by Equation (8) as 

which when inserted into Equation (13) defining the operational 

Invariant I yields 

(8) 

If now the strain components of Equation (18) are substituted ln this 

e)Cpression and terms of the order of z4 and above are neglected the 

result is 

Expanding this and Integrating across the thickness of the plate gives 

J to be 



-L <[(xl, ~-e , ({f:1 ~ , J z 1 g 
'T lc'p 'a of'/\$ J+ o(fie ',w 'l ..J. '"l. "fl+ '?.. \"7JMe/ + OJI/le ~ z 4-'2.. JV ~ J 1 + 

\ f (._ Xe~ X-e -fre ({e,]-z [ Xe {e 
t Lz\~e;+ kr-e 1rn--e z + 7.'\1-we7 5 4-1'>1e ,.MZ + ~ -zMZ + 

~~]?J+ r~f,+,,(~+,.(~JJ~1sd!r>J)'" ~ 

01 aouo 1• sa:,n~a.z qoJ~" 

~~ <{T~('M8e)+ ~'~2 +~~t-

r{ e:') {e ] [ xe 'ie (~' ,."( 
.?Me/+ 0Me !(y z ~ 'Z. !<v r + '2.[\l\e 0Me z -7. 0Me/ T -

xe ,.r '>(€ xe X'e )(e '2.t °Me 1'»' T -~Me ~ z 4-0Me 1'tY' z -0({1(!. 1'»' 8 -

;r_ 'x'-e ~e ~e r_-t-e :'\ ~ ~re ,."( 
~"fr 8 --i.('lte 1'lr z + ~N\e 0~e z -"?.\. 1M t) ~ -0Me !<v l -
{ e {e {e ~~ z.'1" ;r_ -fie 
-a.JV)e 0Me 1, + "'ZMe ~ Z -0r,1e !t., ~ -z4Y g --zMe ~l + 

(x'e:') xe ie ("'e,] -z' } 2 ( [ xe {e 'i ~e; + kre •,.,,e ' 4-'2 1"((e.) :r s + ''n'C "T.M' + we ,.M L .\-

't6e ~] iJ + [;M~ + JM/+J~)J~J$z)J' )fJ = .i: 

-6t -
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From this  the variation of J ls found to be 

_ t {{~[ZN:' S',o,i + .2 ,Oj o ~w. t-~ SWo f ~ T Z ~o ; ~Wo + Z,u,, ~Mi, 
T ~ ' 6\} o}'t a't ~~ 

_ t 2.u.1 abWo + ..2~ [!k1 -t .Z o>Wo c)(W•]}> dx J1L 
~X ci\X &X ~ 11 ' 

If the boundary conditions are  such that the boundary forces and 

mmaents do no vork Equation (12) can now be given explicitly as 

tk.S(».., + ~)] cS°,U,, -r 15 [{(ZStR)(-~) -R.( ~1;tt., + 2 ~ \ 
..3 oix 12. ~'r"' ;x~~ -'& I 

__ Sf-;bJ.., + d"'»r )} -t.k_S /~ + ~w,.)l &vj -~ S(a"wo -t 9At + ·a'"wo t aM,,~ ~wo 
\~X ~~ ~ ~ o \ -~ 1J 3 ~-~f' ~~ ;.xr: ;)XJ 

""[~(zs+iz.l~t>J,.) +R.(Z~-i-Z~] Gw,)~d} ,,Jf i £w,dx d~ 
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According to  the variational calculus method In use here this  equation 

leads to four partial differential (Euler) equations in'\• v1, v. and 

v2 vhen coefficients of like variations are equated. The equations so 

obtained are 

_ ,l1 ( (zstR.) aV. -t U .iJ6 -t Z ~, t S( ':J7.J.l. + ~ ~ )11 + ! S(AY. + ~ \ =-o 
12.l ~~r. \,o>Xsl-~~  :;,x~~ ~ ~ 3 a~) -(19) 

-! 5 ( ai.w. + ~ + a..« t ~..Al,,\ -;:; L 
3 ; "t ~x.,. 3 'a, v-x.) 5 

-K{~(zs+~)w'1. t Z~(~ + aM.,\l =-o 
~ at ~~ 

Ellmlnatlng '\• v1 and v2 from these equation (see Appendix) gives the 

fundamental equation for  the flexural deformation of  the middle surface 

of  the plate, namely 

(20) 

vhere v2 ls the Laplaclan operator  defined  as 

V' :::. 

V'lfw0 =-V\V~o) .:: 
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B1 ls the time operator given by 

61 = ::f. s(~-t~) 
3 (2S+ R) 

(21) 

It should be noted that the second term on the right hand side of 

Equation (20) ls the shear contribution to the deformation. If enly 

the bending deformation ls to be considered the equation can be slmpll• 

fled by dropping the shear deformation term to give 

(22) 

B. Quasi-Static Egulllbrium Method 

The simplified form of the fundamental equation involving only the 

flexural deformation, Equation (22), may be derived by a straight for-

ward. application of the concept of instantaneous equilibrium of a small 

element of volume in much the same manner as is done in elastic plate 

theory. Beginning vlth the viscoelastic stress-strain relations as 

given by Equation (7) 

(7) 

and making the familiar assumption that the transverse normal stress 
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componuit ~"f ls small compared to <rxx , <t1~ and ¢x'a--and hence 

may be neglected gives E:ie to be 

llnd leads to the following modified stress-strain relation 

(23) 

If, now, the further assumption that the deflection of the middle 

surface of the plate v. ls small compared to the plate thickness "h• 

ls introduced as ls customary in classical plate theory the strain 

components €xx , E:'+'t-and Ex'r are given by 

(24) 

where the comma stands for differentiation with respect to the indicated 

coordinate. From this and Equation (23) ~)' , t..,.._ and ~'t are 

expressed in terms of the deflection by the equation 

(2S) 

These stress components are shown acting on the sides of the elementary 

volume in Figure 3a 
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Figure J. Plate Element Stresses 

The plate moments M "~ , def lned in terms of the stress components in 

the usual vay by 

are given by 
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and shown ln their positive sense ln Figure 4. 

1: 
Figure 4. Plate Element Moments 

Equlllbrlum of the element of volume may be expressed by the 

equation (see 8, page 87) 

vhere f ls the load intensity. Performing the Indicated dlfferentla.-

tlon here gives 

which reduces lnnedlately to 

(27) 
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This ls equivalent to Equation (22) derived by variational methods in 

the previous section. 

c. Principle of Correspondence 

The .fact that the stress-strain equations of the theory of 

elasticity are incorporated as a special case of the .fundamental stress-

straln relations of viscoelasticity has lead a number of Investigators 

to formulate analogies between the tvo fields vith tha Idea of extending 

the vast literature of elastic solutions to viscoelastic problems. 

Alfrey• s [2] analogy for the inc0111presslble case has been extended to 

cover compressible media by Tslen [22]. Blot [S] has given a principle 

of correspondence based upon the formal analogy of the operational 

tensor of vlscoelastlc theory and the elastic moduli of elastic theory. 

The papers of Lee [ 16] and Radok [ 19] contain slmllar methods and have 

e,camples worked out for specific viscoelastic bodies. 

All of the above mentioned analogies, in effect, simply replace 

the elastic constants in a given elasticity equation by differential 

tlme operators thus leading to dU'terentlal equations In time vhlch 

must be solved tor the viscoelastic solution. To shov one way this 

method can be developed [19] consider the basic, quasi-static equations 

of linear isotropic, elastic or viscoelastic media, namely, the 

equilibrium equations 

~ 1 • -t F. ~ o 
.... ,. .4, (28) 
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the stress-strain relations (repeated here) 

(3) 

(4) 

vhere 

and the strain-displacement equation 

(29) 

\"' l being the displacement components. To completely specify an elastic 

or viscoelastic problem the above equations 1m1st be accompanied by 

boundary conditions given either as prescribed forces T 1 on the Boundary 

L. 
ON L 

vhere the X., are the direction.cosines of the outer normal to~ J or as 
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prescribed displacements g1 on the boundary 

ON La 

or some combination of these. In addition, ln viscoelastic problems 

initial conditions have to be satisfied, the number of which depends 

on the orders of the operators P, Q, Mand N. 

As has alreaczy been shown, when the operators P, Q, M and I are 

all of zero order Equations (3) and (4) represent the case of an elastic 

material. For this the constants are 

J 

Assuming for the purpose of slmpllclty that the viscoelastic 

problem has zero lnltlal conditions and. that therefore the surface 

forces and displacements are zero fort< o, the time dependence of 

Equations (28) am (3) may be removed by application •f the Laplace 

transform. Then 

(30) 

(31) 

where bars denote transformed quantities. The operators P, Q, K and I 
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become simple polynomials in the Laplace transform vairable. Since 

Equation (31) also refers to the elastic case vhen 

..... 
p =. ct, 

' J J 
(32) 

the Laplace transform of the viscoelastic solution may be obtained 

from that of the elastic solution by replacing the constants of Equa-

tion (32) by appropriate polynomials in the transform variable in 

Equation (31). Inversion of the transform so obtained gives the visco-

elastic solution. In vies, of the above conclusions an alternate 

approach is also Justified.. Instead of applying the Laplace transform 

to the elastic equations the elastic constants a0 , b0 , c0 , d0 are 

simply replaced by their corresponding time operators to yield functional 

equations in the variable time vhlch may nov be integrated to give 

the viscoelastic solution. 

To illustrate this procedure consider the classical elastic 

plate deflection equation (see (8 J page 88) 

vhere D ls the flexural rigidity of theplate given by 

D :::: El' 
1,(1- )'~) 

or equivalently by 

D :::: t_ q ~3K.+~2 
3 (3k+ qt$) ' 

(33) 
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which In terms of the operator coefficients of order zero ls 

Replacing these constants by their parent operators gives the 

equivalent time operator for the flexural rlgldity D. 

When this ls substituted Into Equation (33) the resulting equation 

ls identical vith those obtained previously by the other methods. 
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IV 

S>WnONS OF THE PU?mAM.ENTAL VIS:OELA5rIC Ft.ATE EQUATION 

A. Proportional Loading 

For a completely arbitrary load function f, the !undamental 

viscoelastic plate equation 

(22) 

ls quite formidable and not easy to solve. However, !or the particular 

case of s~called •proportional loading", I.e. vhen the load !unction 

f (x,y.t) ls given as the product of a space !unction and a time 

!unction, as for example, 

(34) 

the variables separate and the solution of the resulting differential 

equations leads to an expression for v., also ln the form of a space 

function multiplied by a time function. Therefore, lf for this special 

but very common type of loading 

(JS) 

ls assumed as a solution of Equation (22) and ls substituted back Into 

that equation the result ls 

s.{ cp} v1w -= ~ e 
or dividing through by (v4 W)Q 
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B,{qJ _£_ e - v~w 
Since the left hand sfde or this equation ls a !Ut)ction ot t only and 

the right hand side a function of x and y only they must both be equal 

to the sams constant. Tatting 'thls constant to be o, the flexural 

rlgldlty of the plate, for the purpose o! obtaining the de!lectlon ln 

an especially convenient form gives the !ollowtng two differential 

equation 

v~w =£. (36) 
D 

(37) 

The !lrst of these ls the bl-harmonic plate equation of the 

classical elastic theory. A large number of solutions of this equation 

for a variety of plate loadings and boundary conditions have been 

vorked out and are readlly available [21]. In general, the majority 

of these solutions my be expressed In the form 

(38) 

vhlch form vlll be adopted here also. The term q(x,y) Is quite general 

and may be a flnlte or lnflnite series, or other expression. 

A convenient method for obtaining solutions of Equation (37) ls 

afforded by the Laplace transformation met~ .. 11' lt ls assumed that 
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the plate ls at rest in its straight, undeflected position and free of 

all stress and strain at the instant of application of the loadJ an 

assumption that ls frequently valid in problems of practical interest, 

the operator a1 transforms lnto a rational function ins, the transform 

variable. Therefore the transform of Equation (37) ay be written 

(39) 

vhere barred quantities are the transforms of unbarred quantities and 

s ls the transform parameter, i.e. 

ell 

acA,) = lee~)] =-J 0(1) e._,,,t d:k 
0 

Solving Equation (39) for ~ and expanding the quotient :t:~ 0£ 

polynomials ins by partial fractions results ln 

vhere all of the roots r 1 can be shown to be real (3]. This equation 

may be Inverted at once by means of the convolution integral to give 

the general solution of Equation (39) as 
t "' T , = DJ [ A.fer> t [ A1. e-11 ] 0(:1:-T) dT ci.o) 

o .A.,;I 

where 6(T) ls the Dirac delta function and els the base of the natural 

logarithm system. From this, taken together with the elastic solution 
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as given by Equation (38) the viscoelastic plate solution becomes 

Further stuey of this solution ls accomplished by evaluation of 

the integral vhich depends on the particular form of the loading 

function f and the expression ln the square brackets. The bracketed 

term comes froa the operator a1 vhlch varies according to the visco-

elastic material lt represents. In the particularly useful cases of a 

Kelvin or a Ma2clre11 material lts specific character f1111Y be determined 

from Equation (10) and Equation (11), respectively. Thus for a Kelvin 

plate 

p::\ J (8= G+~-1' 

a vhere p • at and 7 ls the coefficient of vlscosltyJ therefore B1 ls 

expressed as 

B. -::; ~5 S,G +71,) (SK.+q + '7+) 
3 (3 K + ~ ~ + ~ ~ io) 

(42) 

For a MIIXllell plate 

vhere 1: • 7 /G ls called the reluation (sometimes retardation) 

time, defined as the time for the stress ln a tension specimen of the 
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material to relax to 1/e of its original value under a constant strain. 

Here B1 is expressed as 

B == Av3 c;-t,, ( ~ + (3~:tG) +) 
I 3 (t+t} (~ + (3KtL\G),t) 

(4.3) 

Having these expressions for B1, it ls nov possible to evaluate 

the integral for a Kelvin or Maxwell plate for a given time dependence 

Q of the load function. Take as an example a Kelvin plate of any 

shape for vhlch the elastic solution is knovn and loaded by a load 

applied suddenly at time• O and maintained constant thereafter. For 

this, 9 ls defined by 

9(*:) =- 0 

= 

and Equation (41) becomes 

:t <. 0 

*-I' 0 

ft .6.. T -
~o == 3 D Wt, [ e. - r-, + 3 e 

7Ju' 
0 

which can be integrated directly to give 

expressing the viscoelastic solution ln terms of the elastic solution 

of a similarly loaded plate. This form proves especially adaptable for 

comparing the deflection of the Kelvin (viscoelastic) plate vith the 
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static deflection of the elastic plate. To illustre.te this a plot of 

the dimensionless deflection w./w against the dimensionless time e 
t/~ for a plate having a Poisson's ratio of o.2S ls shown in Figure S. 
From this lt can be observed that the Kelvin plate behaves, (as vould 

be e>q>ected from lts model representation) as a rigid body at time 

t • O andvlth the deflection approaching asymtotically the elastic 

deflection as t .... 

A rather interesting variation of the problem just discussed is 

presented when the load is not maintained indeflnltdy but ls suddenly 

removed at some t • t 1• In this case 9 1s g l ven by 

t, (;l) =. \ 0 <. * <. t I 

= 0 :t ./' t, 

a plot of vhlch ls shown ln Figure 6. 

e 

;t, t 
Figure 6. Step Loading Plot 

Putting this Q ln Equation (41) and evaluating the Integral the solution 

for w. becomes, as before 

w0 = We. I -~ e t - ___ .1~- '-I " [ - J: 2G e- 3K;t-s z} 
-3K+l[G 3K-+~~ 
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for O < t < t 1 

and t, i; ~l(+Ei !. _ 3K·Hi ~ 
w0 = W,. G (3!<tS) {- (1- e ~) e.. T _ 3 (I - e ~ t ) e. ""1r ,,l 

3"+"G ~ 3 K +q j(4S) 

fort> t 1• The dashed curve ln Figure S ls a plot of thls latter 

equation for the case vhen t 1• 2-r and shovs the behavior of the plate 

after the load ls removed. Theoretically, the plate vUl return to 

Its undeflected position only as t ... but for practical purposes, as 

can be seen from the curve the residual deflection reaches an inslgnl• 

flcant value rather rapidly. 

The plate a:>ments 11" 13, vhlch are also often an Important part of 

the solution of a plate problem can be readily deduced for the above 

elCllmJ)le by Introducing the deflection v. Into Equation (26) and solving 

the resulting equation by operational methods~ Using the known 

e,q>resslons for the operators P and Q ln the case of a Kelvin material 

Equation (26) 

becomes 

Taking the Laplace transform of this equation and assuming as before 

zero initial conditions gives 
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Expanding this by partial fractions results ln 

vhlch 1f11Y be Inverted directly to give the vlscoelastlc plate moments 

In terms of the corresponding elastic curvatures 

(46) 

Writing these three equations ln their Individual dei.tll puts them In 

the most suitable form for comparison vlth the elastic moments. There-

fore from Equation (46) 
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or 
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vhlch ls e:xactly the elastic plate moment Mxx• When t • o, MXJC has the 

form 

which corresponds to the moment KXJC of an elastic plate having a 

Poisson• s rat lo v • •l vhlch ls the case of a rigid body. Therefore, 

for the plate moments, as well as the deflection, the Kelvin plate 

behaves Initially like a rigid body and approaches the behavior of an 

elastic plate as t approaches lnflnlty. 

As a second elClllllple of a viscoelastic plate of practical Interest 

consider the case of a Mluc¥e11 plate subjected at time t •Oto a 

suddenly applied uniformly distributed loadvhlch remains constant 

thereafter. The analysis fo11ovs ln e:xactly the same manner as for the 

Kelvin plate but the solution shovs several differences. Equation (41) 

for v. nov ls given by 
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ft 1.. - ?,K T 
~ ~ w [~CT)+ ~K+G + 3G e i<~ic.-t-Ei) Je(i:-T)dT <4 > 

0 e. t('3K..·+'fG) 1!(3K+'\GX~'K.+G) 8 
0 

vhlch when evaluated for Q equal to the unit step function, as ls the 

case here, becomes 

{ 
z _ 3K t} 

w = we.(SK+GJ K tG --r .E.. _ G e t(~K-t-G) 
0 ~Kt~G7 K 't (3K+~)K 

(49) 

If, from this equation v./ve ls plotted against t/" as vas done 

for the Kelvin plate (see Fig. 7) the deflection ls observed to reach 

the elastic deflection Immediately and to increase at a constant rate 

thereafter. 

If the load ls suddenly removed at time t 1 • ~ the elastic 

deflection ls Immediately recovered and a residual deflection correspond-

ing to the amount of viscous flov that has taken place remains ln the 

plate. As can be seen from the graph there ls a slight •trailing off• 

of the curve as the plate settles Into lts final residual deflection. 

This ls not predicted by a simple one-dlmenslao.al model of a Kaxvell 

body and probably enters because of the tvo-dlmenslonal aspects of the 

problem. The equation for this dashed portion of Figure 7 ls determined 

in the same manner as vas Equation (4S). It is given by 

vhlch ls valid fort> t 1• 
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The moments ln the Maxwell plate may be found ln the same way es 

for the Kelvin plate. Substituting the operators P • i + p and 

Q • Gp Into Equation (26) and taking the Laplace transform as before 

gives 

f.\ = - .It t We cP., + ~;s t We. rr-
_ [~ 1-(~~HS),4.., r .K 1-('aK-Z<S)~ } 

'¥ Z ff +(31<.+(i~.4.-~ r (~+ (3KtEi)A..)-t- ~ 

Expanding this by partial fractions and taking the Inverse gives 

From these equations the inlti11l value of Mxx ls seen to be 

Mxx =- - £-{ 2 We,x)(. T 3ftz;~ We, 't'} ~ 

= - D [ "1e.,xx i"' )) Ne., 't} J 
which ls the moment of the equivalent elastic plate. As t-+ • the 

plate moment MXX becomes 

(Sl) 

which corresponds to an elastic plate moment ln which the value of 

Poisson• s ratio · is i· Therefore the Maxwell plate behavior may be 

characterized as initially elastic vlth its terminal behavior belng 
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that of an lmcompresslble elastic solid. 

B. General Loading 

In cases where the load on the plate cannot be expressed as 

simply the product of a time function multiplied by a space function 

lt appears best to represent the load by a series expansion of the form 

f c,.1,J:> =-t t Yl ..... x ... Y .. (52) 
/1,\,\:1 .... ::., 

where the-+: are functions of time, X and Y are functions of x mn m n 
alone and y alone, respectively. Such a series representation permits 

handling a number of important practical cases of loading including the 

case of a moving load. 

A convenient method for attacking a broad group of such problems 

ls to work directly vith the general variational formulation of visco-

elastic behavior. This principle, for the case of quasi-static 

problems, requires that the variation of the operational invariant J be 

equal to the virtual work of the boundary forces ( )]. J ls def lned as 

before as the volume Integral 

.T ~Jf fv < t{(Zs+i)(~: + €1~ t €,1~) 

+ U, (~ €,-,. + €,,-E:11 + €aa €"" ~ + 2S ( eA; + 1: +G,.:p Jy 
Under the assumptions usually adopted in studying deflections of 
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thin plates € and t; are taken as zero and ~ ""Z ls considered yz xz .. 
negligible compared vlth the in-plane stresses. This reduces J to 

the .f'orm 

(S3) 

Bov tor small strains E"~""' -r ~.:,.4 and J my be written in terms of 

the plate curvatures and twists (after integrating across the thickness) 

as 

Using this form the variational formulation for plates subjected to 

bending loads ls given by 

(SS) 

where f ls the load per unit area of the lateral surface of the plate. 

As a simple ell8DIJ)le to lllustrate the method consider the problem 

of finding the deflection of a simply-supported rectangular plate 

subjected to a suddenly applied load uniformly distributed over the 

surface of the plate. Taking the dimensions of the plate as those. 
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given ln Figure 8, 

Figure 8. Rectangular Plate 

it ls convenient to expand the load 1n a double sine series, namely 

Noting that for such a 1oac1lng f ls given by 

lnvhlch £. ls a constant and 9(t) ls.the unlt step· function and 

follovlng the usual procedure employed ln obtalnlng Fourier coetf lclents 

the tlme functions tmn my be determined from the expression 

%,.. = ii /JI &~) ~-{!- p,<,,,,::,. d,t 1-
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which when integrated yields 

Now the deflected middle surface of the plate may be taken in the 

form of the series 
.. .0 

w(1:4,i) =LL 1 ... ,, m M«J,,,,:_t, ,,....."!!, 
l'IH:o.t ~ ... , 

ln which the sine terms are chosen so that the solutlonwill satisfy 

the boundary conditions identically. Performing the necessary 

differentiations on this series for w rand putting the results into 

Equation (S4) gives the following value for J after integrating over 

the area of the plate. 

Taking the varlatlon of this expression and equating lt to the 

virtual work of the load gives 

which ff11J;f be simplified and solved for tmn in operational form as 

(S6) 
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This equation is easily solved for a particular type of visco-

elastic plate by use of the L~place transform. method. For a Maxwell 

plate, for oample, the operator Z ~ +R.. ls given by ~(-st-.e) 

2,S fl!. (;+ .L )(1.15':. + (~K.+'16) f) 
- 1:: 1t 

S(S-f~) - Gf' ({K + (!K. +G)f,,) 

and the transformed equation may be simplified with the help of partial 

fractions and Inverted at once to give 

Therefore 

This may be written (see (21] page 118) 

t - ,!K ;t-W(t:..,'l,z) = }Ve !K+G[,(r(i + ±_ G e (3~+&) Tj 
.!~ff~ I( 't' (5Kt-G)K 

(57) 

which ls, of course, identical vith the solution (see Equation (49)) 

!or the same problem as determined by the methods of the previous 

section. 
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A problem of considerable more complexity than the simple e~le 

above ls that of finding the deflection of a plate subjected to a moving 

load. The method can be used in cases involving such compllcatlons, 

however, the details foll011lng essentially the same as above. Consider, 

for example,• simply supported rectangular plate of the same dlmenslons 

as before and lmg ine a 1 lne load parallel to the y axls and of uniform 

lnte~lty P. moving vlth constant velocity v In the x direction. 

Assuming that the load ls on they axis at tl• t • O its position at 

any subsequent tlme ls given by x • vt. This ls shown ln Figure 9. 

T 

Figure 9. llovlng Line Load on a Rectangular Plate 

Expanding the load ln a double sine series 

I c~,. :tJ .. f.. t f!.."' Ai,,,,,,,,:" ,cut 11.J}-
/IW\=' 111=1 
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vlth tmn given by the expression 
.J,z11ri+t t,,,, = 1 l} f. ,4t,t,,,,,1~ ,.....,~ 

O Ali-t 
This follows from ccnsld.ering the load. as uniform and of intensity 

! over the small interval of 21 along the x axis as shovn by Figure 10 • • 

Figure 10. Line Load Representation 

Carrying out the indicated integrations and. putting In the limits gives 

where P • • 2£ • ,. Therefore nov 

For the deflection it ls convenient to assume, as before, the 

series expression 00 00 

IV(f:,y.,~) "" [ L £,,., Ji«,tH(!} MW"'Jf 
""• ~''""'. ,,s,i; 
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which satisfies the edge conditions for the plate. Using this 

expression the variation of J ls found to be 

vhich, vhen equated to the virtual vork of the load gives 

This may be solved for 'fmn vhich ln operational form Is 

For the case of a plate made out of a Maxwell type material the 

operator for such may be substituted ln this equation and ,mn determined. 

carrying out the details by the usual Laplace transform methods results 

ln 
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(60) 

where A == ,l,( 
-t(6K-I-G) 

Recalling that 

it .ay be observed f'rom the above expression for fmn that. vhen t • o. 
fmn • 0 vhlch corresponds to the initially undeflected plate. Also 

the solution as given ls valid. only for the period of time vhlle the 

load ls actually on the plate, in other vords for the Interval 

O ~ t ~ a/v. 
At the Instant the load leaves the plate the deflection ls given 

by 

11'(~,,,#) = qj!/( t t ,.,&-• ~;l "A#~N' 
'"'"'~,, ..... ~,,, "' r -'._ 

Ai (61) 
r 6G z / (IHl'lf'Al" + /#fV e- ~)} )~ M7fll. ~ 1!{1-

t {1Kr~ ).,, ,41: -t(-""[1' ' ~ /. "' 

Also at this instant the plate velocity ls given by 
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(61) 

Using these values as  initial  conditions  for the same plate under 

no  load the subsequent deflection  of  the plate can be determined by the 

same methods as used for  the loaded plate.  The operational  equation  to 

be solved  in  this case is 

vhlch  for the Maxwell operator yields 

vhere 

.i -~~  r :a .. /q 
• 
ff -i.J. % '.i::. ,..... 

Substituting  this expression. for 'fllll'l back into the deflection 
expansion results in the solution 

(62) 

(63) 
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(64) 

As would be expected for a Jlaxirell plate the deflection does not return 

to zero as t .... but some residual deflection remains in the plate. 

This residual deflection ls given by 

(6S) 

+ 
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V 

COORELATION OF '111EOOETICAL RESJLTS WITii EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

As a means of establishing a comparison of the plate deflections 

predicted by Equation (41) and the actual deflections of plates made 

of a material known to exhibit viscoelastic characterlstlcs, a series 

of deflection tests were carried out using plates made of Plexiglas. 

The test plate was nine Inches square and one sixteenth of an Inch 

thick. This was mounted in a heav,y steel frame de:slgnv.d specii'lcally 

for plate deflection experiments. The plate was subjected to a 1.157 
pound load over a small area at the center of the plate and readings of 

the center deflection were obtained by means of a 0.0001 inch Increment 

dial gage attached rigidly to the supporting frame. The holding 

surfaces of the frame were machined to provide the boundary conditions 

of a plate clamped on all four edges. 

In conducting the deflection experiments it was apparent at the 

outset that rellabli: data was to be obtained only If a considerable 

Interval of time elapsed between consecutive test runs. This was to 

be expected, of course, since, theoretically, the behavior of a visco-

elastic test element depends upon the entire past history of the material 

from which lt ls made. Accordingly, only one test, usually of about 

five hours duration was made per day in order to give the plate sufficient 

time to •relax" to a condition of relatively little residual stress or 

deflection. Several such tests were run to check uniformity or results. 

A typical curve taken from the results or these tests ls sh<ntn In 
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Figure 11. Also in the same figure two theoretical curves are plotted 

to form a basis for comparison vlth the experimental data. 

The theoretical curves In Figure 11 are derived directly from 

Equation (44) for the Kelvin-type plate and Equation (49) for the 

MIIXllell-type plate. Since these equations are In a form that ls 

especially convenient for plotting the dimensionless deflection W/we 

versus a dimensionless time t/"' it vas decided to reduce the experi• 

mental data to a form suitable for plotting the experimental curve ln 

the same units ln order to pennlt a more realistic comparison. One vay 

to accomplish this ls vlth the help of Polsson•s ratio and the relaxa-

tion time,"' of the plate material, Plexiglas. Knovlng Polsson•s ratio 

permits the shear mdulus, G to be expressed directly ln terms of the 

bulk modulus, K by means of the relation 

ZG (1+v) = 3K( \-Zv) 

and thereby introducing a means of simpUfylng Equations (44) and (49) 

by canceling out the constants G and K. 

The value of Polsson•s ratio for Ple~glas has been determined 

experimentally by the Rohn and Haas Company of Philadelphia, Pennsyl-

vania, manufacturers of this plastic. It ls listed in Table II, page 4 
of the Plexiglas Handbook for Aircraft Engineers published by them in 

1951. The value given for a temperature of 77•F ls O.)S which ls the 

value used herein. When this value is inserted in the above equation 

it leads to the relation K • .)i which may in tum be introduced into 

Equations (44) and (49) and reducing them immediately to a form suitable 
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for computing the theoretical curves of Figure 11. After carrying out 

the details Equation CU) becomes 

{ -tot -~} '%:; I -2..<l °i" - lQ..e 1: 
We. 13 I 5 

vhlch ls plotted for the Kelvin plate In Figure 11J and Equation (49) 

becomes 

which ls plotted for the MalCllell plate In Figure 11. 

The determination of the reluatlon time for Plexiglas was based 

upon a sequence of constant-strain stress-relaxation tests performed 

upon tensile specimens taken from the same sheet of material from 

which the plate specimen had been cut. The test pieces were one Inch 

wide and ten Inches long. An Initial load of 400 pounds was applied 

rapidly and the stress decay measured at constant strain. The point 

of Intersection or the time axis by the tangent to the stress-time 

curve at zero time was taken as the relaxation time, ~. Although such 

a procedure tacitly assumes that the material In question behaves as a 

Malare11 body, representation of a real material by such a simple model 

ls obviously only an approxlatlon at best. Jllore refined methods of 

determining viscoelastic constants such as the vibrating reed test 

[17], [7] or the Fitzgerald transducer apparatus (see United States 

Patent No. 21 774,239) would no doubt lead to a more authentic repre-
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sentation of the material. Based upon data collected from testing th:ee 

tensile specimens the relamtion time vas determined to be in the 

neighborhood of :30 minutes, which value was used in plotting the 

experimental curve o! Figure 11. The numerical values for points on 

all curves of Figure l.l are given in Table I. 

; wyw(. 

KtLVI~ MAX WE.LI.. ExPe.RI ME.NTAL 

0 o. 00 00 1.0000 I. 0 0 0 

l o. '1 l i 0 \. 1 i Li 5 \. I f \ 

i o. gq sq ~.6'5''1 ~ I. '3 o 8 

3 0, q (o 11 '3.~31~ \.6'15' 

4- o. q 8 5 9 1.(. I O I i' 1 .. ', 5 0 

5 o.9q~'( ~.ill 6" l.41S" 

' o. q ~ i I S', 4 "l O q ,. 4 q1 
7 0. q 9 'l 3 <o.4 IOI \. ,; I~ 

i o. qq q 4 1, I 1 't "{ t.5'i0 

Table I. ?rum.erical Values of Correlation Curves 

For comparing the experimental with the theoretical curves of 

Figure 11 it ls at once apparent that the viscoelastic nature of Plexl• 

glas is more complicated than either a Kelvin or a MaJCJ1ell material and 

yet seems to incorporate both elements to some degree. The appearance 

of the experimental curve seems to indicate components of all three of 

the most common viscoelastic response phenomena, I.e. instantaneous 
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elastic response, delayed elastic response and viscous flow. The first 

two of these dominate the response curve as would be expected from the 

•solid" state of the test material. The presence of some flov ls 

indicated, however, by the continued increase in the deflection at 

higher values of the time. 

To adequately represent by a spring and dashpot model a viscoelastic 

body possessing all three afore-mentioned response patterns would 

require at least• four parameter model such as the one shown in 

Figure 12. In this m>del the free spring represents the instantaneous 

!. 

~I 

Figure 12. Four Parameter Jlodel 

elastic response, the spring and dashpot ln parallel represents delayed 

elasticity and the free dashpot represents viscous flov. The problem 

of determining the spring and dashpot constants of such a model when it 

ls used to describe a given viscoelastic substance ls discussed in 

considerable detail in the paper by Bland and Lee [ 7]. The dependence 
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of these constants upon frequency ls indicated. In the present 

lnvestlgat!on, since the deflections are essentially static, such• 

procedure 1s hardly necessary and. lt was for this reason that the 

relaxation time ~vas obtained from the simple static tensile test. 

It ts Interesting to note that the four parameter mod.el of 

Figure 12 ls basically a Kelvin andJllaxve11 element attached in series. 

This vould seem to lnd.lcate that lf such a model gives a sufficiently 

accurate description of Plexiglas, then the two theoretical curves 

could be blended in a suitable manner to give a curve In good. agreement 

vlth the experimental curve. Therefore, although the Kelvin and. Maxwell 

models are too much simplified to predict actual plate deflections of 

a real material, as ls evidenced by Figure 11, they are Important in 

that they single out the individual reSP.,>nse components and thereby 

form a basis for combination into more realistic behavior. The question 

of hov to represent the pl\Yslcal naterlal by a model, or vhat ls the 

same, boll to combine the Kelvin and.PlalCllell response curves ls 

prerequisite to predicting the plate behavior and must be ansvered py 

experimental investigation. Thereafter, the theory ray be applied in 

the same manner as for the Kelvin or lwarell case, although the d.etalls 

vlll be more complicated and involved. 
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VI 

DYNAMIC RESPONSE OF VI~OF.LAS?IC PLATES 

A. Compressible Plate Material 

If lnertla effects due to deformation are taken Into consider-

ation, the fundamental equation £or viscoelastic plate behavior must 

be altered by the addition or an Inertia term Just as ln the elastic 

case. This additional term ls readlly found by applying the principle 

of correspondence to the vell known equation for ~c elastic plate 

behavior [SJ. In this manner Equation (22) ls altered and becomes 

(66) 

where all previously used symbols retain their identity and p ls the 

plate density. Solutions to this equation are best approached through 

appllcation of the method given in Chapter IV, Part B of this paper. 

To this end consider the free vibrations o! a rectangular plate of 

dlmenslons given by Figure 8 and having all edges simply supported. 

As before assume the middle surface of the plate ls given by t.he 

double sine series 
- 00 

W(~,1,,~) :::. IL ~i-4,t\ (i) ~ ~~"' ~M;'f-
,111::.1 """"' 

Invert.Ing this into Equation (66) and taking "l" to be identically 

zero, since free vlbratlons only are considered, results ln an ordinary 

differential equation ln the variable, time, that must bet solved for 

flmn • Thls equation ls 
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If the plate material ls known to approximate a Mowell bod¥, 
the operator B1 is as given by Equation (43) and Equation (67) 

takes the fom. 

-fa { (3K+~G)fa ;- ~Kj1'§ 11. 
-t- [ ~ -t it:M (i~tei)J-r- -t 31~/C .. ~J f,,.~ = 0 

ln vhlch 

For a plate made of a material that may be considered as a Kelvin 

body, the operator B1 ls given by Equation (42) and Equation (67) 

becomes --{ ~, +' -t- [ (at<.+~'i) t 1(.."' 71.] 1-z. 

(68) 

_ - (69) 
T 1'.~7 (s"+ZG) 1' + il:~(51'-+6)6} Y~v1 = 0 

. Here - ir: ;ri'lo\M =. T 
Although, ln theory, Equations (68) and (69) may be readily solved 

by formal appllcatlon of operational methods this proves extremely 

difficult, lf not Impossible, to do vlth the equations expressed in 



tertl""..a of the physical parameter• K, a."' , 7 and lrmn aa above. 

'lo see why Ude is eo coBaider tile1e equations to bo transformed 

by means of tho Lapl&ce trADaformation. 'Ihe reaulta are 

~· .. ,_, ::. i~ (Al) (10) 

A, [<si:+~G)A.' T (o Kil\ G..~ + [ ~ TT_ (al'-+E.'i].t. + 3r--1 
· from Equation (68) and 

q = ~""~ (.41) (1\') 
~ ~?~;-[(aK+Li~)+lrf]~+ fr~V, (JK+2~)~ -t- iflW\.t\(!K.t~')Gi 

from 1:quation (69). Jo theae expreseion i mn (a) la a polynomial 

la a, tile tranelorm variable, tne oact form of wnlch depends on L'le 

n-.anniaJr in whlcti th.e motion of the r.;lat.e le begun. To invert t!ieae 

equations requ.lrea tho l'oots ot tbe cubic• appearing iri toe denom-

inator of each. £xpllcit expre1etoo.a for ther;e roots ln terms of 

the p.,.rametere glven are c1vallablo in handboou and al~eb'Z"a teats. 

1t can be sho,.,1.a, moreover, tb&t all tlio root• of tllc10 equation• have 

negative w-e.:.l parta wblc:b •••"re• decaying time !unctlona in Cle 

aolut.104. 'l'aldng t.tlo roota of the eubic:e la questloa aa r 1, r Z' r 3 

t~e eoluUone of Equation (70) and (71) have the form 

(72) 

acd tne middle surface of tho plate ie given by 
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in which the i mni • • are constants involving the physical parameters 

and the initial conditions. It is apparent that for the Kelvin plate, 

Equation (71), the term i. in this solution is zero. mno 
The importance of Equation ( 73) rests in the fact that for an 

actual plate the numerical values of the physical parameters in Equa-

tions (70) and (71) may be established and the roots of the resulting 

numerical cubics determined by direct substitution into standard 

expresaiona for these roots. Such calculations would be required 

for each mode investigated and the amount of work involved in carrying 

out such a project would be considerable. However, it ia quite possible 

that only a single mode is of interest in a specific problem, in which 

case the labor would be justified. 

Actually a aolution somewhat more specific than Equation ( 73) can 

be achieved in view of the relation existing between G and K. For the 

purpose of discussing such a solution consider Equation ( 70). (Similar 

calculations could be carried out for Equation ( 71) also.) Assume Equa-

tion ( 70) ia written for a material having a value of Poisson• s ratio 

V = O. 35 (Plexiglas, for example). In this case K = 3G and , becomes 
mn 

(74) 
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In view of the cumbersome nature of the exact solution of the c11bic 

in Equation ( 74) an approximate solution will be presented by factoring 

the cubic by trial and error until a neglible remainder is obtained. 

The factors (s + O. 9 ) and (13s 2 + .!.!!:1 8 + 101f , • O. 27 ) are T "G mn . 't"" 
sufficiently refined for the purposes at hand and lead to • 

f ""-" (75) 

13~,._{(11.+f)(,.z+ c.~1z ,(. ,;-tJ.7ff_ -"f!9} 
Rearranging the quadratic term into a form convenient for inverting 

gives 

(76) 

This may be inverted immediately with the help of a table of function-

transform pairs (see formula No. 1. 319, page 348 of 11Transienta in 

Linear Systems" by M. F. Gardner and J. L. Barnes). The result is 

(77) 
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where 

k -I/"' 17:t,~ -~ I 

_ o.s,~ 
t: 

-I- ~-1?771C..A4-41!: 
t:,, ,-()I./ 

1:: 

It ls worth noting that the IW)tlon ls oscillatory as long as 0.77nmn 

ls larger than 0.170. 
't' ... 

B. Incomgresslble Plate Material 

If the plate material may be assumed to be incompressible, as ls 

frequently done in vlscoelastlc problems, considerable slmpll!lcation 

of Equations (68) and (69) ls achieved and general solutions are 

readily obtained. The condition o! lncompresslblllty ls expressed 

by the operators Mand N of Equation (.3) taking on the values O and 11 

respectively. This ls essentially the same as considering K-+•. 

9.tch an assumption reduces the operational form of the fie,cural rlgldlty 

constant D to 

and Equations (68) and (69) oocome 

(78) 

and 

(79) 

respectively. 
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Consider first Equation (76) for the MalGlell plate. There ls 

no loss ln generality by assuming that when t • O the plate has 

velocity but no displacement or acceleration. In this case Equation 

(78) my be transformed into 

where ~mn : ~mn] t. o. Rearranging the quadratic in the denom-

inator thls my be vrltten ln the form 

ff.~ = i,..J{l I :- i-: I .j) ) (60) l ~ f. +1,i) -f 7'.41 - ft~ 

Ir 1( > ...!.. i.e •• tr the ffA•fflnlng effectff ls small enough the mn J./ti. , , .......... t' 

response vlll be oscillatory and this equation may be inverted at 

once to yield 

where 

From the form or Equation (81) it my be observed that the response 

ls the sum of a constant term plus a decaying sine term so that the plate 
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vl11 eventually come to  rest ln some displaced  position.  Thls ls not 

surprising ln vlev of the model representation of  a MlalCllell body. 

Some noticeable dlfi'erences appear in the response  of  a  Kelvin 

plate as found from solving Equation (79). Here it ls convenient to 

assume that  the motion of the plate  ls  lnltlated by glvlng it some 

dlsplaeement and releasing lt vlthout lnltlal  velocity. Transforming 

Equation (79) under these conditions results  ln 

where •m la jlm ]t. 0 
Putting this expression for Jmn Into  a .t'orm suitable for Inverting 

leads to 

(82) 

From thls lt ls seen that for bG7> ~~ the motion ls  oscillatory 

vhlch  clearly indicates that the higher n:>desvlll be "damped outn and 

vlll  not appear. The crltlcally damped mode vl11 be that one for which 

4G • 72 jfmn • 

Equation  (82) f18Y be Inverted at  once  to give 



where 
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I I --- z.;;; ,: "* -- I qlf;.,,., - ~ /(,#IIM 

~ f 
771:.,,lf .z 

The motion here ls a decaying slne wave which for the higher modes 

dies out quite rapidly as mentioned above. As can be seen the plate 

returns to the unde!lected position as t .... 

It ls wortlvhlle pointing out that the Kelvin representation of 

an Incompressible material Is equivalent to the concept of lntemal 

viscous damping, which ls frequently used in stud¥lng damped vibrations 

of bars and beams. In general the restriction of lmcompresslblllty 

need not be invoked In working with beam and bar vibrations since the 

operational form of E, the mdulus of elasticity, ls Inherently 

simpler than that or o, the flexural rlgldlty which enters Into plate 

problems. 

Although only free vibrations of plates have been discussed 

herein, the problem of forced vibrations could be treated by the same 

methods. The algebra would be more complicated perhaps but the results 

would follov in the same manner for the usual types of loadings con-

sidered 1n such Investigations. 
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X 

APPENDIX 

The Euler equations resulting from the variational principle 

of Equation (12) are 

-J./[<z~ flf!.) ;,}t, .,.. R. /_ d"'AJ;__ -t- 2 ~) - 5 (;i~, r .;>~ )' 1 + s.t !..a, + J~) = 0 
Ti: ~%" ( ~x~r. ~~ ~,., *:t~f(j 3 l ~./ 

_Jj f (z5t/t.) m + 1<.f :t..11,, r ~ ~) - s /~",Qr t- °'~ )) l -f Jj /,v, + ~ L::. o 
Ii:[ ~t' l~x ~~ ~, l ;i,t' ~it.,-0 s l. ~,-1 
- ~ (o>zW. f, o1z1u, r~ r d.it,) = f 

3 ~v.z ;J:t1. ~f :;~ 

. d/{f (ZS i-£) ~ t- ,2£ /_;;.,I}(+ ;J./1., ) ? = O 
a (jf ~~JJ 

Dlfferentlatlng the first of these with respect to x and. the 

second.with respect toy and. then adding results In 
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vhlch1 vlth the help of the third Euler equation reduces  to 

_J1J (tS-f.l!) [J3-ti,l -t-~~  + ~ r ~3AI;' T ~~  
1~l L-d:i:1 °'1,$ L ~~,.~f. ~z~l'L 

.,.. z (_;~ r ;>21Vz.-J) 1 r z s r J;t(,, -r ~~ J = I 
l -~:t~ ~ ~?. J . L j~~,.. o1,t2c1;t 

Nov !rom. the  fourth  of  the  Euler equations 

hence 

(a) 

z Lei~ -I-~ZH{) =  - /G / ,;J,u/ + ..;,!It, + .;3#, +-;;a, ) 
(-;~z. ~,'l. ZS-f-1<.. ( ;,t'.,11-~~  B1' JX. ~, z 

and Equation (a) above ls further nduced to 

;~J] =I 

Thls  ls easUy put ln terms of the single variable v. using relations 

obtained by differentiating  the  third  Euler equation tvlee with 
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respect to x and, independently, tvlce vlth respect toy. The result 

is 

vhlch may be vrltten 

vhere 

8 - S(s+R)_ 
I z '5 -t- R.. 



Abstract 

This lnvestlgation 1s concerned with the !lemral response 

of linear viscoelastic plates of constant thickness. Fundamental 

equations for both quasi-static and dynamic response of such plates 

are developed and solved for important cases of each. The term 

quasi-static ls used to indicate that Inertia forces due to de-

formation are neglected. These are Included, of course, ln the 

dynamic analysis. Solutions of the quasi-static equation are 

compared with experimental results obtained by measuring the 

deflection of a test plate made of Plexiglas. 

The basic viscoelastic stress-strain relations used in the 

derivation of the fundamental plate equations are taken in the 

fom of a dl!ferential time operator equation. Use of this equation 

leads to results that are In a convenient form for reduction to a 

particular material such as a Kelvin or a Maxwell plate. 

Using a generalized virtual work principle based upon irre-

versible thermdynamlc considerations the fundamental plate equa-

tion, including shear effects, ls established. The procedure in-

volved ls that of determining a stationary value of a certain 

operational Invariant by means of the calculus of variations. A 

slmpllfled form of this equation, omitting the shear effects, ls 

deduced and solutions for various load conditions obtained. An 

An extended version of this simplified formvhlch includes inertia 

effects due to deformation ls developed by the principle of 



correspondence. Thls ls used to study free vlbratlons of rec-

tangular viscoelastic plates simply supported on all edges. 

Solutions of the slmpllfled form of the fundamental equation 

for the case of so-called proportional loading, I.e. when the 

load function ls the product of a space !unction lllll.tlplled by 

a tlme function, are given In terms of the equivalent elastic 

solution 11W.tlplled by a function of time. Fer more general 

types of loading the deflection and the load are expanded Into 

suitable lnflnlte series and these series representation inserted 

directly Into the previously mentioned variational expression 

of the generalized virtual work principle. This leads to a ·set 

ordinary dlf!erentlal eciuatlons In time the unknowns of which are 

the coefficients of the deflection elCPllnslon. These equations, 

as were the similar ones arising ln the case of proportional 

loading, are solved by the Laplace transform method of the operational 

calculus. As an example of such a general loading the case of a 

mvlng line load on a rectangular plate ls worked out. 

As a means of establishing a correlation between the deflection 

predicted by the analytical solution and actual deflections of 

Inelastic plates a set of static load tests were carried out on 

a square plate made or Plexiglas. The results are plotted and a 

comparison of the theoretical and experimental values given. 

The problem of determining the ~c response of viscoelastic 

plates ls treated using the method given above for solving the case 

of general loading for the q,uasl-siatlc defiectlon. Under the 



assumption of incompressibility of the plate material explicit 

solutions in terms of the p?zysical parameters involved are pre-

sented and discussed. For compressible plate materials methods 

are developed to give approximate solutions the accuracy of which 

depends the degree of approximation used ln determining the roots 

of certain cubics appearing ln the transformed !orm of the governing 

dynamics equation. Conditions for the dynamic solutions to be 

oscillatory are indicated. 
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